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Glassy 1-butene~CH2vCHCH2CH3! was studied by incoherent inelastic neutron scattering below
10 meV in the temperature range 18<T<80 K covering the glass transition temperature (Tg 5 60
K!. A broad excitation peak due to thelow-energy excitationwas found at 3–4 meV. The spectra
corrected for the Bose factor could be scaled to a unique curve for temperatures belowTg . The
absolute density of vibrational states was derived from the spectrum at 18 K and the previously
measured heat capacity data. The number of vibrational states associated with the low energy
excitation was 1.4 per molecule. This is much larger than those for SiO2 and other amorphous
materials studied so far. The density of vibrational states was well reproduced by the soft potential
model originally conceived for network glasses. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!50126-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Low energy excitation in amorphous materials is one of
the current topics in condensed matter physics.1–4 It is ob-
served as non-Debye excess heat capacities and anomalous
thermal conductivities in the temperature range 10–30 K5–11

and as a boson peak in the energy range 1–3 meV in inelas-
tic neutron and Raman spectra.12–34 Various types of amor-
phous materials~e.g., network glasses,12–21 amorphous
metals,22 molecular glasses,23–27 glassy polymers28–33! have
been studied and several models34–44have been proposed to
reproduce their results. However, the origin and the micro-
scopic mechanism of the low energy excitation have not
been explained successfully. Empirically, it has been claimed
that the intensity of the low energy excitations in the strong
glasses~mostly network glasses like SiO2! is larger than
those of the fragile glasses~molecular liquids like
o-terphenyl!.45

We performed incoherent inelastic neutron scattering
~INS! experiments on glassy 1-butene~CH2vCHCH2CH3!.
The molecular glasses which have been studied in relation to
the low-energy excitation have large molecular weights, e.g.,
o-terphenyl ~M5230!26 and 1,3,5-tri-a-naphthylbenzene
~M5457!,3 or form intermolecular hydrogen bonds, e.g.,
methanol4,25,27 and glycerol.45 1-Butene ~M556! has the
lowest molecular weight among the molecular liquids which
can be vitrified by normal liquid quenching, and being a
hydrocarbon, condenses by weak van der Waals interaction.
It is of interest to compare the low energy excitation of
1-butene with those of other amorphous materials studied so
far.

Our heat capacity study46 has shown that 1-butene is
vitrified easily by cooling the liquid and also crystallized by
annealing the undercooled liquid at around 70 K for 1–2 d.
The glass transition and fusion temperatures are 60 and 87.8
K, respectively. The heat capacity of the glassy 1-butene is
much larger than that of the crystal at low temperatures
around 10 K. This suggests a strong contribution from the
low energy excitation in the glassy state even though
1-butene may be a fragile liquid. It is the aim of the present
study to analyze the heat capacity data combining with the
density of vibrational states derived from the INS experi-
ment. This allows us to determine quantitatively the excess
density of states.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample

The commercial reagent of 1-butene~98%, Tokyo Kasei
Kogyo Co. Ltd.! was purified by vacuum distillation at 200
K. The liquified 1-butene (Tb5268 K! was confined in the
concentric double-cylinder aluminum can~115 mm in
height, 14.5 mm in the outer diameter of the outer cylinder,
13.5 mm in the outer diameter of the inner cylinder, 0.25 mm
in thickness of both cylinders! using an indium gasket. The
mass and thickness of the sample were 0.39 g and 0.25 mm,
respectively.

B. Neutron scattering measurement

The inelastic neutron scattering~INS! experiment was
performed with the inverted geometry time-of-flight~TOF!
spectrometer LAM-4047 installed at the pulsed spallation
cold neutron source in the National Laboratory for High En-
ergy Physics~KEK! in Tsukuba, Japan. The energy resolu-a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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tion was 0.2 meV and the energy window extended to 10
meV. The magnitude of the scattering vectorQ at the elastic
position ranges from 0.2 to 2.4 Å21. The measurement was
carried out at 18, 38, 45, 54, 63, and 80 K covering the glass
transition temperatureTg 5 60 K.

In the present measurement of 1-butene, the observed
neutron cross section was dominated by incoherent scattering
from hydrogen atoms. This is because 1-butene contains only
H and C atoms, and the incoherent atomic cross section of
hydrogen is much larger than the incoherent and coherent
atomic cross section of carbon and the coherent cross section
of hydrogen.48

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Boson peak

The LAM-40 spectrometer collects the scattered inten-
sity at six scattering angles 24°, 40°, 56°, 72°, 88°, and 104°
corresponding to different scattering vectors. The shape of
spectra, including the position of the peak due to the low
energy excitation described later, did not depend on the scat-
tering angles within the experimental precision. Therefore,
they were added together to produce theQ-independent INS
spectrum. The meanQ value was 1.54 Å21. Figure 1 shows
the incoherent inelastic scattering functionsS(Q,v) of
1-butene from the INS spectra for different temperatures.

The data were corrected using the Debye–Waller factor and
symmetrized using the Bose factor. Each spectrum was
shifted upward by 0.01 for the sake of clarity. One recog-
nizes a peak attributed to the total low energy excitation at
around 3 meV. At 80 K where the sample was a supercooled
liquid; a quasielastic scattering~due to the fastb process!
contributed significantly near the elastic peak.

In order to compare the spectra collected at different
temperatures, they were adjusted to 60 K (' Tg) by multi-
plication of appropriate Bose factors and plotted in Fig. 2.
The positions of the low energy excitation peaks did not
depend on the temperature and the intensity of every peak
except that at 80 K could be well scaled by the Bose factor.

It has been claimed that the larger the fragility is, the
weaker is the boson peak.45 The ratioImin /Imax atTg , where
Imin is the minimum value of the scattered intensity close to
the elastic peak andImax the maximum value of the inelastic
peak, was used as a measure of the relative contribution of
the boson peak to the fastb relaxation.45 This ratio was 0.55
for 1-butene. This value is comparable with the value~0.50!
of SiO2 of a typical strong glass and much smaller than the
value ~1.00! of o-terphenyl of a typical fragile glass.

Since the fragility of 1-butene is not known, we esti-
mated it from the temperature dependence of the structural
relaxation timest in the Adam–Gibbs form

t5t0 exp~A/TSc!, ~1!

whereA is a constant related to the activation energy andt0
is a frequency factor. The temperature dependence of the
configurational entropySc was calculated from the calori-
metric data.46 The constantA was evaluated to be 47.3
kJ mol21 by substitutingt0510213 s and the appropriate
values forSc ~521.4 J K21 mol21! andt ~5103 s! atTg into
Eq. ~1!. The calculated log~t/s! were plotted as a function of
Tg /T in Fig. 3 ~Angell plot49,50!. The fragilitym defined by

m[
d log t

d~Tg /T!
U
T5Tg

~2!

FIG. 1. S(Q,v) of 1-butene observed by LAM-40 below and above the
glass transition temperature~560 K!. The spectra were obtained by sum-
ming up six spectra at scattering angles of 24°, 40°, 56°, 72°, 88°, and 104°.
The meanQ value is 1.54 Å21. The data were corrected using the Debye–
Waller factor and symmetrized using the Bose factor. Each spectrum is
shifted upward by 0.002 for the sake of clarity.s: 18 K,n: 38 K,h: 45 K,
d: 54 K, m: 63 K, j: 80 K.

FIG. 2.S(Q,v) spectra of 1-butene reduced to the values at 60 K (5 Tg) by
using the Bose factor.s: 18 K, n: 38 K, h: 45 K, d: 54 K, m: 63 K, j:
80 K.
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was calculated to be 71 from the slope of the curve atTg in
Fig. 3. 1-Butene was thus confirmed to be quite a fragile
liquid as expected from the intermolecular-bond nature; cf.
o-terphenyl~m581! and SiO2 ~m520!.51 We have thus an
intense boson peak on the one hand and a high fragility on
the other. These have previously been believed incompatible
in a compound. The different behaviors can be attributed to
the difference in molecular weight and structure between
1-butene ando-terphenyl; i.e., the unit constituting a mol-
ecule is methyl and methylene groups for 1-butene~M556!
and phenyl group foro-terphenyl~M5230!. The number of
flexible modes per atom in 1-butene, including the overall
rotation, is larger than that ino-terphenyl. The previously
believed empirical relation may hold for a limited group of
substances to which 1-butene does not belong.

B. Density of vibrational states

The incoherent inelastic scattering functionS(Q,v) at
18 K was converted to a relative density of vibrational states,
Ga(v). Magnitude of the correction for the Debye Waller
factor was less than 3% ofGa(v) at 3 meV where the Boson
peak occurred. The absolute value of the density of vibra-
tional states per molecule of 1-butene,G(v), is related to
the relative density of states by

G~v!5bGa~v!. ~3!

The normalization factorb was determined from the low
temperature heat capacity data46 by the following method.

In the low energy region relevant to the present problem,
G(v) is assumed to consist of the terms representing the low
energy excitation GLEE~v! and the Debye vibration
GDebye~v!;30–32,40,41

G~v!5GLEE~v!1GDebye~v!. ~4!

GDebye~v! is given by

GDebye~v!5av2 ~v<vD!

50 ~v.vD!, ~5!

wherea is a constant andvD is the Debye frequency. These
are related by the normalization condition

vD5~9/a!1/3. ~6!

vD was assumed to be 11.2 meV~130 K!, which is the value
for crystalline 1-butene calculated from the heat capacity
data.46 The difference invD between the glassy and crystal-
line states is usually less than 5% and neglected in the fol-
lowing analysis. The parametera was determined to be
6.4131023 meV23 from Eq. ~6!.

The molar heat capacityCp is related to the density of
vibrational states by

Cp /R5E
0

`

E~v!G~v!dv ~7!

5E
0

`

E~v!GLEE~v!dv1E
0

vD
E~v!GDebye~v!dv,

~8!

where E(v) is the Einstein function. From Eqs.~3!–~5!,
GLEE~v! is given by

GLEE~v!5bGa~v!2av2. ~9!

In order to perform integration ofGLEE~v! overv including
the region below 0.7 meV and above 10 meV, it was neces-
sary to fitGLEE~v! by a closed-form function ofv. Func-
tional representation also helps in reducing the effect of ran-
dom errors in theGa(v) data. The function need not have a
physical interpretation and may involve as many parameters
as are appropriate. We used a flexible function

GLEE~v!5
n

~v0
2/v211!

exp@2~v2m!2/2sL# ~v<m!,

5
n

~v0
2/v211!

exp@2~v2m!2/2sH# ~v.m!.

~10!
This is a modified Gaussian function in whichn is a scale
factor, m the energy of the peak top,sL and sH the half-
widths at half maximum on the lower and higher sides of the
peak top, respectively. The pre-exponential factor 1/(v0

2/v2

1 1) was introduced to make the function approach the De-
bye function@GLEE(v) } v2# nearv50.

The unknown parameters in Eqs.~9!–~10! were deter-
mined by the least-squares fitting as follows. Equation~10!
was first fitted to theGLEE~v! calculated by Eq.~9! for an
arbitrarily chosenb value usingn, sL , sH , andv0 as ad-
justable parameters and then the heat capacities calculated by
Eq. ~8! was compared with the experimental heat capacities
in the temperature range between 5 and 25 K. This procedure
was repeated for variousb values to find the best fit for both
G~v! andCp data. The best fit parameters were as follows:

FIG. 3. Angell plot~log~t/s! vs Tg /T) of 1-butene. The plotted data were
calculated from the calorimetric data and Adam–Gibbs relation~see the text
for the details!. The solid line represents the slope atTg , corresponding to
the fragility of 71.
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b50.032 meV21, n50.270 meV21, m54.49 meV,
sL51.63 meV,sH54.49 meV, andv050.48 meV. There
are six adjustable parameters in this fitting, and may give an
impression that they are difficult to determine accurately.
Actually it is not so, becausem, sL , and sH were quite
independent of each other and independent of the other three
parameters, andb is only slightly correlated ton. Only the
correlation betweenn andv 0 was substantial but their stan-
dard deviations are still less than 10% of their values.

Figure 4 shows the plot ofG~v! @ 5 bGa(v)# thus ob-
tained. The solid and dashed lines represent the calculated
value ofG~v! andGDebye~v!, respectively, showing a satis-
factory result of the fitting. Figure 5 shows the experimental
molar heat capacities of glassy~open circles! and crystalline
~closed circles! 1-butene.46 The solid line represent the result
of the fitting described above. The agreement between the
experiment and theory is satisfactory up to ca. 20 K. The
deviation becomes larger in the high temperature region.

This is not because Eq.~10! is inadequate but because the
contribution from the vibrational modes which appear above
10 meV ~116 K! was not included in this calculation and
may become significant at higher temperatures.

The number of the extra modesNLEE for a 1-butene
molecule is given by

NLEE5E
0

`

GLEE~v!dv ~11!

and equal to 1.40/molecule, corresponding to 0.35/carbon
atom and 0.12/atom. This value is considerably larger than
the corresponding value for SiO2 and Se glasses~ca.
0.02/atom!.41

In the analysis presented above, it has been assumed that
the normal vibrational density of states is represented by the
Debye model and that the extra states are simply added to it.
The assumption of the Debye model is acceptable for long
wave vibrations since macroscopic elastic properties of crys-
talline and glassy states of a substance do not differ much.
However, this assumption may not hold at shorter wave-
lengths where the dispersion curve approaches the zone
boundaries or meets rotational modes coming down from the
high frequency range. Nevertheless, we assume the Debye
spectrum for the entire frequency region in order to extract
the excess part due to the low energy excitation and to fa-
cilitate the analysis with the soft potential model described
below. Note, however, that the number of states belowvD

~511.2 meV! is 4.40, which is significantly larger than 3,
independently of the validity of the Debye model and the
additivity between the normal acoustic vibration and the ex-
cess low energy excitation. Some vibrational mode other
than the translational one should be involved inG~v! below
vD .

C. Soft potential model

At present, the best model to describe various anomalous
physical properties due to the low energy excitation is the
soft potential model developed by Buchenauet al.39–41This
model, though phenomenological, can reproduce the anoma-
lies in density of vibrational states, heat capacity, and ther-
mal conductivity of network glasses in the low energy~tem-
perature! region. The potential of the soft mode is given by

V~x!5W~D1x1D2x
21x4!, ~12!

wherex is the displacement andW the constant energy char-
acterizing the system.D2 characterizes the small positive or
negative restoring force andD1 describes the asymmetry of
the potential. Assuming that different values ofD1 andD2

are distributed in the glasses, one obtains a broad distribution
of soft modes ranging from tunneling to vibrational states.
The distribution functionP(D1 ,D2) is independent ofD2

and Gaussian inD1 with the center at zero

P~D1 ,D2!5Ps exp~2AD1
2!, ~13!

whereA can be related to the thermal strain which occurs
below glass transition temperatureTg .

52 Based on these as-

FIG. 4. Density of vibrational states of 1-butene obtained fromS(Q,v)
spectrum at 18 K and the low temperature heat capacity. The solid line
represents the result of the fitting and the dashed line the Debye part~see the
text for the details!.

FIG. 5. Low temperature heat capacities of 1-butene~Ref. 46!. Open circles
represent the heat capacities of the glassy state and the closed circles those
of the crystalline state. The solid line represents the result of the fitting
corresponding to the solid line in Fig. 4.
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sumptions, Ramoset al.41 have derived a simple form of the
density of vibrational stateGLEE~v! of the soft modes in the
following form:

GLEE~v!/v25 1
8~Ps /W

5!v2

3E
0

1

exp@25.41~v/vmax!
6t2~12t2!2#dt.

~14!

Here, the unit ofv is meV andGLEE~v! is given as the
number of states per particle and per meV.

With vmax andPs /W
5 as adjustable parameters, Eq.~14!

was fitted to the experimentally obtainedGLEE(v)/v
2. Fig-

ure 6 shows the result of the fitting; the solid and dashed
lines represent the calculated values ofGLEE~v!/v2 and
GDebye~v!/v2, respectively. The fitted curve reproduces the
general energy dependence of the low energy excitation; i.e.,
a peak with a long tail on the high energy side. The best fit
parameters are as follows:vmax52.53 meV andPs/W

5

5 3.673 1022 meV25. For glasses at low temperatures, a
minimum and a maximum~Tmin,Tmax! appears in the plot of
Cp /T

3 corresponding to the effects of the tunneling and ex-
cess vibrational states due to the soft modes, respectively. In
the soft potential model,Tmax is related tovmax by the rela-
tion

kBTmax52.2031024vmax, ~15!

where kB is the Boltzmann constant~8.6131025 eV K21!.
TheTmax calculated fromvmax was 6.5 K, which is close to
the experimental value of 8.0 K.46 SinceTmin of 1-butene
was lower than the lowest temperature of theCp measure-
ment ~5 K!, it was calculated from the empirical relation45

Tmin50.914Tg
21/3Tmax

4/3 ~16!

to be 3.74 K usingTg 5 60 K andTmax58.0 K. On substitu-
tion of this value into

W51.8kBTmin ~17!

in the soft potential model,W was found to be 0.58 meV,
giving Ps52.4131023. The corresponding quantities of
SiO2 glass areW50.33 meV andPs51.531026 ~Ref. 41!.
W is approximately the same butPs of 1-butene is much
larger than that of SiO2 glass, in agreement with the large
excess density of states obtained in the previous section. It is
interesting that the low energy excitation of 1-butene is
roughly reproduced by the soft potential model originally
conceived for network glasses.

D. Origin of the low energy excitations

One may ask where the extra 1.40 modes per molecule
in glassy 1-butene come from. We propose that the origin of
the low energy excitation is the softening of the rigid-body
rotational mode of molecule, whose frequency is around
10–30 meV in simple molecular crystals. The softening may
be caused by frozen density fluctuations and local strain
fields in the amorphous structure. It is also possible that the
methylene rotation, though their frequencies are usually
higher than that of the overall rotation, is involved in the low
energy excitation. Other internal degrees of freedom~methyl
rotation, C–H stretching, C–C stretching and bending
modes! are at higher energies and thus cannot take part in the
low energy excitation. In the crystalline state, the rigid body
rotations and internal rotations are localized motions with
little wavelength dependence. The present conjecture for the
mechanism of the low energy excitation assumes that the
energy of some of these modes is as small as 3 meV. An
alternative model, in which one may attribute the low energy
excitation entirely to the translational mode, is not acceptable
because the number of states belowvD ~4.40! is much larger
than 3.

It was demonstrated that 10–100 atoms move together in
a single soft mode in the molecular dynamics simulations for
glassy methanol,53 selenium,54 and even for simple soft-
sphere glass.55,56 In 1-butene, however, this picture is not
acceptable considering the fact that the number of the states
associated with the low energy excitation is as large as 1.4
per molecule. The intermolecular interaction in molecular
glasses is weaker and more isotropic than those of the net-
work glasses, and so it is inconceivable that such a large-
scale group motion sustain itself in molecular glasses. Actu-
ally any collective motion or domainlike structure of more
than ten molecules has not been observed in molecular
glasses. We suppose that the soft mode in molecular glasses
is associated with the motion of a single molecule or at most
a few molecules.

The INS experiment in the energy range higher than 10
meV is desirable because it will allow investigation of the
density of states for the rotational modes of the molecule and
critically test the validity of our model. It is also desirable to
investigate other molecular glasses homologous to the
present one and others containing phenyl and hydroxyl
groups.

FIG. 6. Density of vibrational states divided byv2. The solid line represents
the result of the fitting in terms of the soft potential model and the dashed
line the Debye part determined by the fitting shown in Fig. 4.
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